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WHAT’S ON

Dr Colin Wilson (r) on the  
Oban lifeboat with fellow Crew 
Member Lucy Hyam
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ON THE RADAR MEET
OUR

In this issue of Offshore, practical advice  
and lifesaving tips are brought to you by:
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@BethanyRHope 
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WELCOME

LED Lenser D14 Frogman LED Torch
Tough torch for sailors or divers. Bright  
150 lumens, beam distance 180m, 
waterproof to 60m. Length 161mm. 

Around £45/€62

A Zapcat is a 4m dual hull, lightweight two-person powerboat with 
impressive stats: power-to-weight ratio 340bhp/tonne, top speed 
50mph, and racing around the course the boat can pull up to 3G in 
corners. With Zapcat racing, no engine modifications are allowed 
on the Tohatsu 50hp outboard motor, so there’s an even playing 
field. In Kelly’s words it’s ‘simply awesome’. 

When Kelly started racing Zapcats, her experience of challenging 
surf conditions in the Portrush D class lifeboat came in handy. 

The pilot and co-pilot need to be experienced, fit and agile for flat 
water and surf location races. Kelly warns: ‘With fast, close racing, 
accidents happen and capsizes are common, especially in the surf.’ 

RNLI Flood Rescue Team Member and Zapcat 
Champion Kelly Allen gives us a high-speed 
introduction to her favourite extreme sport

PIP HARE

OCEAN SAILOR AND RNLI 
COMMUNITY SAFETY 
PRODUCT MANAGER
POOLE, DORSET

Pip has a wealth of ocean sailing 
experience to share with readers and 
is a regular contributor to Offshore.

RICHARD FAULKNER

CASUALTY CARE TRAINER
POOLE, DORSET

A paramedic with expertise working in 
hazardous areas, Richard enjoys seeing 
the crew put their training into action, 
saving lives.

Dear Reader,

What a pleasure it was to get to the 
Southampton Boat Show this year! 
It was great to meet some of you on  
the RNLI stand and share some practical 
tips and your stories. It was super to  
get your thoughts on the RNLI  
man-overboard campaign, which  
got some sailors hot under the collar  
– see p14.

Thank you to all of you (395 supporters) 
who completed the Offshore survey 
in July. I’m thrilled that so many rated 
Offshore as good or very good (76%). 
There’s always room for improvement 
though. See p15. 

One of the things you told us you liked 
was practical advice, so in this issue 
we’ve included: three handy tools 
(bottom of this page), how to stay safe 
in fog (p4), spotting hypothermia early 
(p12), lifejacket and lifebuoy advice 
(p15) and what to do if you’re cut 
off by the tide (p16). Also, on p8 the 
Northumberland lifeboat crews help  
you plan a trip, revealing some local 
hidden gems. 

Ever been disoriented in fog?  
Turn the page to find out how two 
sailors got caught out in thick fog,  
and the unconventional way the  
lifeboat crew came to the rescue.

Thanks for all your feedback and your 
loyal support.

Offshore is published by the RNLI, 
West Quay Road, Poole,  
Dorset, BH15 1HZ

Cover image:  
Gary Bray/Unicom Photography
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ALAN DOE

Alan grew up on the water. Lifeboat 
crew for 25 years, he now sails a 
Westerly 22 and a Bembridge Scow. 

COASTAL SAFETY OFFICER 
BEMBRIDGE LIFEBOAT 
STATION, ISLE OF WIGHT

LINDA ROBERTSON

Linda’s part of a sailing racing team, 
owns her own powerboat and has 
helped keep others safe for the past  
10 years.

SEA SAFETY OFFICER 
BROUGHTY FERRY LIFEBOAT 
STATION, DUNDEE

Gill Marine 
Tool MT007
For onboard 
maintenance  
and emergencies, 
with wet and  
dry grip and 
titanium-coated 
stainless steel. 

£25/€35

‘ Simply awesome’
Each zapcat has a propeller guard to protect the crews. Every event 
is covered by a rescue team, and rescue boats and sometimes RNLI 
lifeguards provide safety cover at surf venues.

Watching from shore is a real spectacle, as Kelly enthuses:  
‘In the surf, the home straight runs parallel to the shore  
in as little as 50cm of water and when negotiating  
the waves, the boats are airborne in excess of 4m.’ 

Spinlock Pylon Lifejacket Light
This 23cm-tall antenna light deploys  
on inflation of lifejacket, helps  
with 360° visibility and can be 
retrofitted to inflatable lifejackets. 

Around £35/€48
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What causes fog at sea, 
and how can you prepare 
for it? 
It was around lunchtime on a calm 
day in early April when Ilfracombe’s 
all-weather lifeboat crew were called 
to the rescue of two sailors, whose 
yacht had suffered engine and electrical 
faults. The casualties had no idea of 
their location because thick fog had 
reduced their visibility to about 10m. 
On the phone they simply reported 
that they could hear the sound of the 
sea on rocks, so must be close to shore. 

Coxswain Andrew Bengey recalls: 
‘We had to launch our D class, which 
is equipped with a compass and chart 
plotter, just to locate the all-weather 
lifeboat in the harbour – visibility  
was so poor, we would have had  
real difficulty finding it using the 
boarding boat. 

‘Once out to sea, we used radar to 
pick our way from boat to boat along 
the coast, as the casualties had no VHF 
or clue about their location.’

Thanks to Andrew and the crew’s 
skill and their specialist fog training, 
the casualties were located and towed 

safely back to shore. One part of their 
training challenges the navigator to get 
a boat from harbour to harbour with 
blacked-out windows, using onboard 
AIS, chartplotter and radar. 

Andrew adds: ‘Fog is my least 
favourite sea condition – it distorts 
sound and light, and makes all the 
familiar features of the coast look 
completely different. Lobster pot 
buoys, for example, suddenly seem 
huge. Very small vessels like dinghies 
don’t always show up on the radar,  
so you’ve got to be extra careful.’

WHAT IS SEA FOG? 
Fog forms at sea when humid air is 
blown over a cooler region of water. 
In the case of the UK and Republic of 
Ireland, it’s often a tropical airmass 
from the Azores in the Atlantic, 
blowing over the UK’s south-western 
approaches and the Irish Sea. As the 
air cools, it can’t hold as much water 
vapour and advection fog forms. Most 
sea fog is of the advection kind, but a 
small amount of inland fog can drift 
out to sea too. The cold sea fog that 
occurs along the east coast of northern 
England and Scotland is sometimes 
known regionally as haar, or, further 
south, as fret.

Met Office Meteorologist Emma 
Sharples says: ‘Anecdotally, the coast 
around the south west and south east 
of England seems to get more than its 
fair share of fog. There are some steep 
cliffs around there, which force the sea 
air to rise (and therefore cool) rapidly, 
condensing quickly. It’s common all 
around the UK and Republic of Ireland 
though, mostly in Spring and Summer 
when the air temperature warms up but 
the sea is still relatively cold.’

She adds: ‘Sea fog is tricky to predict 
with certainty. We measure the sea’s 
surface temperature with buoys, map it 
and compare it to the air temperature 
of approaching fronts, which allows us 
to say when fog is likely to appear. But 
it’s a fine art, and dramatic banks of fog 
can roll in without much warning on 
what started out as a clear day.’

Coxswain Andrew BengeyLaunching into thick fog, Torbay’s Severn class lifeboat
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Visit bit.ly/1WiLL6t for some 
easily digestible RYA tips on 
seamanship in fog.

HOW FOG FORMS

HOW TO COPE WITH FOG
Check the weather forecast throughout 
the day (not just the moment before 
you set off), especially if you notice a 
temperature change, and keep an ear on 
the shipping forecast while afloat. It’s a 
common misconception that fog always 
gets ‘burned off’ by the sun as the day 
progresses; sea fog can still linger well 
into the afternoon.

If you find yourself out at sea with 
dwindling visibility, RNLI Community 
Safety Product Manager and Ocean 
Sailor Pip Hare recommends: 

• When you see fog approaching, 
immediately do a position fix on  
your GPS and on your paper chart. 

• Make yourself visible and help 
yourself see other vessels – switch on 
navigation lights, make sure your radar 
reflector’s up, and use your radar and 
AIS (Automatic Identification System). 

• Nominate extra crew for lookout duty 
and check all are wearing lifejackets.

• Listen on VHF Ch 16 and, in restricted 
waters, Ch 13. If entering a harbour, 
monitor ship movements on the port’s 
working channel.

• At a safe speed and a steady course, 
head for shallower water where you 

won’t be in any busy shipping lanes. 
There, drop anchor and sit it out. 

• Use the right fog signals and listen out 
for other vessels’ signals. These sounds 
can be distorted in fog, but they’re 
better than nothing.

• If you’re really worried you’re stuck  
in a dangerous place, use your  
VHF radio to call for help.

A final piece of advice if you find 
yourself at sea, surrounded by clammy 
grey fog, is to use your ears. Even low-
cost radars these days can be fantastic 
pieces of kit, but they’re even better 
with the additional back-up of your own 
senses. Don’t be tempted to stick on the 

When fog descends, normal practices regarding speed, lookout, sounds  
and avoiding collision change.

Section 19 of the International Maritime Organization’s International  
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea sums up the rules.

MYTHBUSTER 
According to the World 
Meteorological Organization, 
it’s only defined as fog if water 
droplets in the air reduce visibility 
to less than 1km (0.62 miles), 
described as ‘very poor’ visibility  
in the inshore/shipping forecast.

If it’s mist or haze, visibility 
will be greater (about 1–2km or 
0.62–1.2 miles), described as ‘poor’.

Through extensive theoretical and practical 
training at RNLI College and at station, crew 
members are trained on how to safely reach 
and recover casualties in reduced visibility. 

They also have some of the best kit available:

1 AIS: this tracking system allows 
the lifeboat crew to receive and 
transmit a signal to any other 
boat with AIS. 

4 Lights: navigation lights must 
be on in fog. International 
Regulations for Preventing 
Collisions at Sea detail which 
lights should be displayed for 
different vessels. 

2 Radar: spots objects 
you can’t see with the 
naked eye, and tracks 
their speed and course.

3 Upper steering position: on a 
foggy day, lifeboat crew may 
need to listen and look for other 
vessels and casualties in the 
water from here.

5 Horn: alerts other 
vessels to the 
lifeboat’s presence. 

HOW DO LIFEBOAT CREWS COPE WITH FOG? 

FOG SIGNALS 
Photo: Shutterstock.com

radio while you’re waiting for the fog to 
clear, or get distracted by conversation 
– keep listening out for engine noise, 
horns, voices and other signs of  
vessels nearby.



ON LAND

SEA
 VIEW

We uncover the breathtaking coastline of Amble to Seahouses with 
its fine cruising, wild watersports – and more islands, castles and rare 
wildlife than you could shake a stick at …

Words: Jon Jones
Photos: Alexbrn CC BY-SA 3.0, Frances Anderson, 
RNLI/Steve ReadHIDDEN TREASURES  

OF NORTHUMBERLAND

SUN OUT

WAVES PUMPING
THIS IS WHY WE LOVE

THE NORTH EAST

WIND OFFSHORE
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Northumberland is blessed with 
gorgeous countryside. You can walk 
for miles in meadows and rolling hills 
without seeing a soul. ‘It’s a lovely place 
to visit but we try to keep it a secret,’ 
jokes Kev Brown, Craster Lifeboat 
Operations Manager. ‘We’re spoilt for 
golf courses and Dunstanburgh Castle  
is popular with tourists.’

Talking of castles, Northumberland 
has more than in any other English 

ON AND AROUND THE WATER

The rugged Northumberland coast 
has so much to offer but is often 
overlooked by sea users. Those used 
to southern climes will find this part of 
the world somewhat fresh but it’s not 
until you experience this Coast Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty with your 
own eyes that you realise the weather 
doesn’t matter a jot.

If cruising is your thing, there are many 
anchorages and hidden beaches to 
explore. Amble, recently dubbed the 
seventh Coolest Seaside Town in the 
UK, has plenty of visitor berths. ‘Avoid 
entering our harbour when there’s a 
swell on though,’ advises Rodney Burge, 
Amble Deputy Launching Authority.  
‘It gets dangerous with breakers.’

There’s easy access to a huge stretch 
of North Sea coastline, including clean, 
sandy beaches and islands teaming with 
wildlife. Watersports in Northumberland 
are described as wet and wild and are 
fast becoming the county’s worst-kept 
secret. Bamburgh is one of the north 
east’s top surf spots and kayaking and 
kitesurfing are ever popular. 

The Farne Islands, in spitting distance 
of Seahouses Lifeboat Station, offer 
some of the most magical diving  

farne-islands.comFIND OUT MORE

in the UK. There are plenty of wrecks 
to explore and rare sea creatures to 
find. ‘We have lots of divers up at the 
weekends,’ says Andrew Smith, Marine 
Mammal Medic for the British Divers 
Marine Life Rescue, who has been 
skippering boats out of Seahouses for  
8 years. ‘The grey seals are very friendly 
in the water and love to swim with 
snorkellers but I wouldn’t approach  
them from the coastline. They can have  
a nasty bite!’  

Sightseers can enjoy a huge range  
of lesser-spotted seabirds and wildlife on 
a Billy Sheil’s boat trip. From April to June 
the Farnes are home to some 80,000 
puffins (or Tommy Noddys as they’re 
known locally). 

‘ There are miles of unspoilt  
beaches to explore and they’re all 
dog-friendly. Seahouses is a great 
place to escape the mobile phone 
and there is always a breeze so  
it’s great for kitesurfing.’ 

INSIDER INFO
COLIN BANKS 
SEAHOUSES DEPUTY 
LAUNCHING AUTHORITY

‘ Amble has a thriving marina and  
is an ideal base for cruising and sea 
angling trips. If you want a proper 
pint in a proper pub, head for  
The Schooner Inn, which is  
2 minutes from the harbour.’

RODNEY BURGE 
AMBLE DEPUTY  
LAUNCHING AUTHORITY

‘ We’re very friendly here so ask the 
locals to point out the hidden gems. 
There are plenty of unique little 
shops and restaurants but fish and 
chips on Amble Pier is hard to beat.’

PAUL STEWART 
AMBLE CREW MEMBER

Photo: Graem
e Peacock
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‘I’m an open water swimmer. I train in the pool  
and in the sea. Given a choice I would ditch the chlorine 
pit. In the sea, there is total freedom. The cold water  
is invigorating and the location here’s stunning.

‘Every time you swim in the North Sea it is a different 
experience. Some days it’s flat and crystal clear.  
Other days it’s churned up with huge waves  
and resembles liquidised kelp. 

In 2014 there were 310 lifeboat launches to swimmers. Even the strongest 
swimmers can tire quickly in the sea.

• Choose a lifeguarded beach.

• Check weather and tide times  
and read local hazard signs.

• Never swim alone.

• Consider wearing a wetsuit  
and bright coloured hat.

• Always swim parallel to the shore  
and not straight out.

OPEN WATER SWIMMING SAFETY

FIND OUT MORE RNLI.org/LifeguardedBeaches, RNLI.org/RespectTheWater, Swimming.org

‘Some people get a fix from tobacco or alcohol. 
I get my fix from swimming in the North Sea 
all year round with no wetsuit.

‘With Active Northumberland I took a group of 
young women open water swimming. Boulmer lifeboat 
[independent station] provided safety cover.

‘The girls developed confidence in the open water, 
made new friends and I educated them about cold 
water shock, tides and rips. The highlight was a trip to 
swim with the seals off the Farne Islands. Seals are agile 
creatures in the water with the youngsters being most 
curious and playful. They swim all around you and look 
straight into your eyes. What an unforgettable experience 
for these young women. They were squealing with delight 
and loved every moment.’

WHERE NEXT?

visitnorthumberland.com
villages-in-time.co.uk
FIND OUT MORE

SEA
 VIEW

Forget chain gastro-pubs – there’s a 
variety of local restaurants with an 
emphasis on local catches. Zecca in 
Amble serves traditional Italian cuisine 
with a modern, seafood twist. And 
Spurreli’s boutique ice cream should not 
be missed. ‘I’d definitely recommend the 
world-famous Craster Kipper),’ says Kev 
Brown. Seahouses crew heartily approve 
the fish and chips and Indian restaurants 
in town – and lovers of a friendly pub 
atmosphere should sample a pint of 
Farne Island bitter at the Olde Ship Inn. 

10

county – a legacy of the ancient Border 
Wars. South is Alnwick (rhymes with 
panic) Castle, where Harry Potter fans 
will recognise the setting for the 
Whomping Willow. Far north is the 
iconic Bamburgh Castle – the sheer  
scale of which never ceases to amaze. 
This ancient battlement has provided  
the dramatic backdrop for many  
films and the inspiration for nostalgic  
TV shows with Robson Green and  
Sir Tony Robinson.

No visit to this part of the coast would 
be complete without visiting the RNLI’s 
Grace Darling Museum, just 10 minutes 
from the castle. Be sure to check out 

the cottage where she was born and the 
12th-century church opposite. A guided 
walk by Mick McCarthy, Shore Crew for 
Seahouses lifeboat, is a must. 

11

Craster kipper – recommended

Grace Darling memorial window, St Aidan’s

Which area would you like us to cover in a future Offshore? Your home town or your 
favourite sailing destination? Tweet @BethanyRHope or email offshore@rnli.org.uk.

SAFETY TIPS

Our local crews advise:

• Seahouses has a tidal  
harbour so beware its  
effects, particularly on  
the Farne Islands.

• A lifejacket and low-cost flare 
could save your life.  
And bring a VHF radio –  
we’ll find you quicker.

• When walking, check the safe 
crossing times for Lindisfarne 
and allow an extra 30 minutes 
for weather changes.

• Wear something warm!

BEST BITS

Sun out, wind offshore, waves 
pumping. This is why we love the  
north east. #surfing #freedom 
@jamescmedia

Not many better views in the UK  
than walking towards Bamburgh 
Castle with the Farne Islands out  
to sea.
@a_mcdermott
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FURTHER HELP
Call for medical help and consider evacuating  
the person with hypothermia to safety.

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FROM  
RNLI CASUALTY CARE TRAINER  
RICHARD FAULKNER

DON’T

3

WET CLOTHES

4

GETTING COLD1

FIRST SIGNS2
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HOW TO
HANDLE HYPOTHERMIA

COVER UP

5

6
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HOW LONG HAVE I GOT?

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FROM  
RNLI CASUALTY CARE TRAINER  
RICHARD FAULKNER

Don’t actively warm up a hypothermic person 
with warm drinks or a warm shower. Don’t give 
them whisky or similar, as alcohol lowers their 
core body temperature. 

Treat the person with hypothermia gently 
and remove any outer layers of wet clothing.

As a person gets cold, they start to shiver but 
are aware of their surroundings. Hypothermia 
hasn’t set in, so help them warm up and give 
them a warm drink.

As their temperature drops, signs of hypothermia 
include confusion, loss of coordination, stopping 
shivering, and becoming rigid, sometimes in the 
foetal position. 

Wrap them in blankets and a waterproof 
cover. Also cover their head. 

We’re all familiar with the term 
hypothermia, but many misunderstand 
the condition. 

Regular readers of Offshore will 
know that if you fall into cold water, 
your immediate battle will be with cold 
water shock rather than hypothermia. 
In our coastal waters, it will take over 
30 minutes of immersion for a person 
wearing normal clothes to become 
hypothermic. 

RNLI Casualty Care Trainer Richard 
Faulkner describes hypothermia: ‘It’s 
a condition where the body’s core 
temperature has fallen below 35°C 
(95°F). Normal body temperature is 
around 37°C (98.6°F).’ Hypothermia 
can strike whether you’re in the water, 
on it, indoors or outdoors, at any time 
of year in our part of the world.

At the Firth of Forth, near 
Dunfermline, late one April, Matt 
Nightingale and Lee Green were 
struggling in the water after the 
speedboat they were on broke down.  
In a 1.5m swell and winds gusting  
to force 5, Queensferry lifeboat crew 
came to the rescue and hauled  
them aboard.  

Lee, suffering from hypothermia, 
said: ‘I thought I’d had it.’ Then 
Matt and Lee told the crew there 
was another man missing – Richard 
Yanitsaro – who wasn’t wearing a 
lifejacket. Thankfully, the RNLI crew 
found Richard in the nick of time, 
just as he was disappearing under the 
water, debilitated by hypothermia. 

Whether you’re on dry land, or out 
on the water, knowing the early signs 
of hypothermia and how to treat it can 
be a lifesaver. Follow Richard’s expert 
advice opposite.

HOW LONG HAVE I GOT?

If you’re stuck in the cold water and you’ve called for help,  
to stave off hypothermia:

• adopt HELP (heat escape lessening posture), with arms tucked across  
your body and legs pulled up in front of you

• keep movement to a minimum 

• if there’s a few of you, huddle side to side in the water

• if there are children in the group, put them in the middle  
as they’ll lose body heat quicker than you.

For advice on how to recover a man overboard, go to RNLI.org/overboard.



DOES THIS RING TRUE?
Do you do any safety talks for clubs? 
Linda answers: 
Winter is a good time for boat users to ask their club to 
request safety presentations. As well as lifejacket checks  
and calling for help talks, we now also have angling boat 
safety presentations. 

Contact the Coastal Safety Officer through your nearest 
lifeboat station (RNLI.org/FindMyNearest).

How should I look after my lifejacket over Winter? 
Alan replies: 
First of all store it in a dry place. I bring my lifejackets off  
the boat, take out the gas bottle and blow them up gently 
using my inflatable dinghy pump until it’s firm to the touch. 
Leave them inflated for 24 hours to check for any leaks. 
It’s worth checking the expiry date on the automatic capsules 
– replace if necessary. I always carefully check for wear and 
tear of the bladder and outer cover. I then get them serviced 
as recommended by the manufacturer. 

Is there anything I need to add to my lifebuoy? 
Alan recommends: 
Add a whistle, retro-reflective tape, a drogue, a light  
and your boat’s name or call sign to your lifebuoy. 

14

OPINION ANSWERED BY OUR SAFETY EXPERTSQUICKFIRE Q&A
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Did the RNLI go overboard on this 
headline? Does this statistic ring  
true to you? 

Some yacht sailors on Facebook 
wouldn’t believe it. The aim of the advert 
was to draw people into doing a short 
quiz to help improve their safety, but  
they couldn’t get past the headline:

‘This sensationalist 
headline is just distracting 
from a very important 
message.’

‘Sorry, but in my 40+ years 
of sailing I have not gone 
overboard unintentionally 
from a yacht – and can 
think of no one who has 
done so.’

Others took a more facetious approach:
‘1 in 8?!!! Must be bl**dy chaos  
on a cruise liner!!!!’

FEEDBACK

Photo: RNLI/Cheryl Lam
m
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 ‘1 in 8?!!! 
Must be 

bl**dy chaos 
on a cruise 

liner!!!!’

WHAT YOU TOLD US ABOUT OFFSHORE

Several people suggested that the ‘gone 
overboard’ question in the research 
survey could have been interpreted as 
falling from any vessel, such as dinghies, 
not just from yachts.

The charity considered that 
misinterpretation of the question was 
‘on the whole unlikely’, as the survey 

made clear that it  
‘was aimed specifically  
at yacht sailors’. The 
survey was completed  
by 5,000 yacht sailors, 
not a small sample.

‘But there are lessons 
to be learned,’ RNLI 
Research Manager Tom 
Walters tells Offshore. 
‘We want to assure 

supporters that our campaigns are  
based on sound evidence as soon as 
campaigns launch.’  

And he adds: ‘I don’t think we made it 
clear enough that the statistic relates  
to experience of man overboard (MOB) 
during your sailing lifetime.’

On social media, many people sprang 
to the RNLI’s defence. Then something 
unexpected happened: the MOB stories 
started coming in. First a trickle on 
Facebook and then at the Southampton 
Boat Show where the 1 in 8 statistic was 
used to help draw people into an RNLI 
interactive MOB stand.

I joined sailor and RNLI Community 
Safety’s Pip Hare at the show, who told 
me: ‘Initially, there were a few raised 
eyebrows but, after a chat, most people 
consider the statistic was probably  
about right.’ 

One man told us about his wife falling 
in in the middle of the Atlantic. He had 
to get the spinnaker down, keep the kids 
safe, go back to find his wife and get  
her out. 

It’s obvious that MOB is more common 
than most of us like to admit. Hopefully, 
by giving people the facts and talking 
to them, yacht sailors will consider 
practising the MOB drill and be safer  
as a result. That’s not sensationalist;  
it’s part of saving lives at sea.

Offshore members 
did the survey

395

rated Offshore as 

good or
very good

76%Could you recover  
a man overboard? 
Do the quiz at RNLI.org/overboard 
or look out for the RNLI  
at events near you at  
RNLI.org/events.

For a summary of the yacht sailing 
research, go to RNLI.org/aboutus/
aboutthernli/Pages/research.

The majority of feedback was positive. While many of 
you liked the more inshore/coastal articles, a significant 
number of you didn’t feel there was enough in the 
magazine for offshore sailors. 

We have a broad audience of sailors, motorboaters 
and other watersports enthusiasts who enjoy Offshore, 
but we’ll make sure that future editions have more for 
offshore sailors.

HOW YOU DESCRIBED OFFSHORE
‘ Compact, wide range of stories, info and tips’
‘Useful, practical advice’

‘Well presented and good to read’
‘ You call it offshore and print articles about dinghies’

‘ Area of sea beyond 12 mile off coast,  
defined by HMCG’ Thanks again 

for your 
feedback.

Please keep  
it coming.
  
Email  
offshore@rnli.org.uk 
or tweet  
@BethanyRHope.
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A lot depends on the terrain, but the 
no-no is A. Even if it looks like you 
could wade to safety, you could get 
swept away.  

So shout, wave your arms or 
anything else to attract attention 
from anyone at sea or on land (B). 
Keep trying your mobile phone.

To avoid getting cut off by the tide 
in the first place: 

•  look at an OS map for high tide

•  find out exactly when high water 
and low water are

•  check for exit points that would 
enable you to escape from a rising 
tide, mark them on your map  
and consider you might need  
to turn back

•  tell someone where you are going 
and what time you plan to be back. 
If you’re overdue, they should ring 
the Coastguard on 999/112

•  enjoy your beautiful coastal walk, 
keeping a keen eye on the weather 
and tide!

EXPERT
ANSWER

LINDA ROBERTSON 
RNLI SEA SAFETY OFFICER

You’re out walking along the beach on a crisp 
Winter’s day and think you can make it round 
the headland for lunch in the waterside cafe.

But you’re caught out by the tide and pushed 
towards the base of a cliff, with no mobile 
phone reception.

DO YOU?

A

B

C

WHAT WOULD YOU DO NEXT?

Climb up the cliff.

Move quickly – wade or swim back to shore.

Shout and wave to help someone spot you.

Just as this issue of Offshore was being written, Newquay RNLI lifeguards  
and volunteer lifeboat crews came to the aid of a couple who were cut off  
by the tide. 

The couple, who were on holiday in Watergate Bay, had been walking  
along the beach when they were quickly cut off.

Lifeguards launched the rescue watercraft and reached the couple within 
minutes. They were metres from the incoming tide. Georges Tickner, RNLI 
Lifeguard at Watergate Bay, says: ‘They were both really relieved and thankful 
when we arrived. They were cold but unharmed.’

Lifeguards took the woman back to the beach at Watergate Bay, and the 
lifeboat crews picked up the man. 

TRUE STORY

Photo: Shutterstock.com

Over 200 people die accidentally in British and Irish waters each year.  
Half of those who drown never even expected to get wet. RNLI.org/RespectTheWater

Puzzle time

W E S T O N S U P E R M A R E
C V F X T M H D P A B R M Y L
A G H F I A C K O I N T K C I
S I B I G B V I R R C O L W T
T F Z H H L L R T R M S H C T
L L X K N E K K H T I F A A L
E A Z R A T H C D L L B P I E
T M Z S B H V U I T F X P K H
O B I H R O W D N H R H I N A
W O W Q U R A B L Z A I S W M
N R K V A P L R L D C P B H P
B O B G I E D I A O O A U Q T
E U Q D C X R G E M M N R V O
R G Q V H R J H N S B Q G A N
E H Q A H G H T H Z E E H P U
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VOLUNTEERS

Objects of  
their affection

College Tour Guide Gerald Beddard has been showing 
visitors behind the scenes at the home of RNLI training 
since 2011, and does it all for one reason: the lifeboat crew.

‘When I was 5 I was allowed to shake the RNLI 
collection tins while my mum pinned badges to people’s 
lapels. That was my first memory of the charity and I’ve 
supported the lifeboats  ever since. I also have happy 
memories of going on holiday to Llandudno as a child, 
where the lifeboat would be sat out on the prom ready 
to launch. I was allowed to climb on it and play, my 
imagination running wild about the daring rescue I was 
about to do.

‘The people who come on RNLI College tours are a mix 
of supporters who already know about the charity, and 
people who just happen to be in the area. Those that don’t 
know about us are amazed that so many of the people in 
this organisation are volunteers. They’re also surprised at 
how much the kit and equipment costs. But, as I tell them, 
you can’t skimp on costs when it’s people’s lives on the line.

‘I’d say the lifeboat crews are what make my role – 
and everybody else’s here – possible. I’m also a volunteer 
boatswain: all the kit and equipment and training aids I look 
after are for the crews. The crews are what inspire visitors 
on the tours to support us. If we were a family, and we sort 
of are, the lifesavers would be at the centre, and people like 
me would be the cousins, aunts and uncles who make sure 
they’re OK. There are roles for everybody, so many different 
skills are needed.’

Find out how our 
crews and lifeguards 
are trained with a 
behind the scenes 
RNLI College tour. 
Tours last 90 minutes 
and cost £7.50 for 
adults or £2.50 for 
children (free to 
RNLI College Hotel 
guests). They take 
place every morning 
and afternoon from 
Monday to Friday, and 
on Saturday mornings. 
Booking is strongly 
recommended – visit 
RNLI.org/college or 
call 0870 833 2000  
to reserve your place.

Gwyn Jackson is a volunteer at the RNLI Grace Darling 
Museum in Bamburgh, Northumberland. She uses her 
skills as a former teacher to bring the collections to life 
for young visitors. Her favourite object shows a different 
side to one of our greatest heroines. 

‘I helped fundraise for the Grace Darling Museum before 
it was built and I’ve been a volunteer at the museum since 
2008. I’m old enough to remember being inspired by names 
like Darling, Nightingale and Browning, and now I enjoy 
educating children. Here, they’re usually aged 7–11 and come 
to learn about the Victorians.

‘I love one exhibit in particular – a dress that belonged 
to both Grace and her sister. It has two sets of fastenings, 
so either of them could wear it (I guess there weren’t many 
opportunities for them to go out). I like how it’s pink, girly and 
tiny – a bit frivolous; not too serious and sensible like the rest 
of her life. Women who lived by the sea in the Victorian era 
often had to work hard. It was mainly women who pulled the 
lifeboats to launch. I like to think that sometimes Grace would 
have worn the dress and had a nice time.

‘The RNLI Grace Darling Museum attracts people from 
all over the world. I’ve met Prince Charles, who was keen to 
watch the Grace Darling video, and I’ve had lunch with the 
Duke of Kent. I told him about Queen Victoria sending money 
to Grace and about another gift that Grace was sent – the 
very latest in waterproof clothing: a mackintosh. 

‘A real highlight of my time here was meeting two visitors 
descended from the crew Grace and her father saved. They 
wouldn’t have existed if the rescue had ended differently.’

‘ I like to think that sometimes Grace 
would have worn it and had a nice time’

Around 95% of our people are volunteers, 
generously giving up their time while juggling 
family life, work, hobbies and other commitments. 
The ways they help are as diverse as they are 
essential, so we asked four very different people 
about their labours of love for the charity – and 
the objects they can’t do without …
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VOLUNTEERS

IS THERE AN RNLI VOLUNTEER ROLE FOR YOU?
More than 35,000 volunteers contribute their time, 
energy and skills to support the RNLI. From lifeboat 
crew members to shop assistants, from education 
presenters to office administrators, there is a huge range 
of RNLI volunteer roles and opportunities that can make 
the most of your skills, experience and interests. To get 
involved, please visit RNLI.org.uk/volunteer or email 
volunteering@rnli.org.uk.

Sid Wilkins is the Shop and Visitor Experience Manager at 
The Mumbles Lifeboat Station, and is also involved in sea 
safety. His chosen object reminds him of all the visitors 
and supporters he’s encountered in almost 2 decades as  
a volunteer with the RNLI.

 ‘When I retired and came to The Mumbles, I went straight 
to the lifeboat station to see how I could get involved in some 
way. I became a sea safety volunteer – visiting boat clubs and 
marinas to do demonstrations, talks, lifejacket checks and so 
on. I just wanted to help with the RNLI – I think the lifeboats 
are a wonderful thing and that the people who crew and 
support them are really something to be proud of. 

‘Nowadays, I’m also involved in recruiting and 
coordinating all the volunteers (about 48) who look after the 
retail and visitor side of things. They’re a fantastic team and 
that’s what I love about the role – the people. The object I’d 
say exemplifies it is the visitor book (pictured inset). Every 
person that comes through the door signs the book. We’ve 
had visitors from China, Australia and all over Europe, as well 
as locals, and they all say the same: it’s the lifeboat crews 
and volunteers that make them want to support the charity. 
Sometimes you hear a sad story about why somebody 
supports the lifeboats, but each person in that book has their 
own reason. 

‘In March 2015, I was invited to attend a special St 
David’s Day reception at 10 Downing Street, where I met 
David Cameron. He’d already heard a lot about The Mumbles 
Station from the Secretary of State for Wales, who’d visited 
us before. It was an honour to be there, but really the whole 
team deserved that honour.’ 

chosen, but the supporting safety kit was essential too – I had 
a VHF, personal locator beacon, flares and a satellite tracker.  

‘Sometimes it was lonely out there. Even with the best 
planning in the world you think “what if …” but you have to 
trust your kit and push on when you can. There were many 
highlights too though, like rounding Cape Wrath on a sunny 
day. It’s this hugely iconic, majestic headland just looming out 
into the ocean. The Vikings used it to navigate and there I was 
with my little kayak, doing the same.

‘Towards the end of my trip, the lifeboat stations had 
begun tracking my progress and actually coming out to meet 
me. Beers were bought for me, dinners were cooked, places 
to crash for the night offered – it was all hugely touching. 
I have infinite admiration for the lifeboat volunteers, who 
never judge people who get into trouble, and for the extended 
network of families, shore crews, fundraisers, support teams 
and so on. I was glad to know they were all there for me.’

Words: Laura Rainbow, Photos: RNLI/Nathan Williams, Adrian Don, Connor Thomas, 
Micheline Murphy, Nick Ray

‘ We checked 100 lifejackets: 
about 60 didn’t work’

Sarah-Louise Rossiter is a volunteer RNLI Sea Safety 
Officer, and works for the Irish Sailing Association in 
between teaching powerboat and sailing skills at her 
boat club in Wexford. But what’s the tiny lifesaving 
object that plays a key part of her safety role?  

‘Lifejacket checks are a huge part of my role. People don’t 
always know that you have to check them often, unpack 
them, and make sure you’ve got the right sort for what you’re 
doing. I met one man at a safety talk who was very proud to 
know all about lifejackets, and had kept the same one on him 
for 60 years. I asked if I could have a look so he opened it up 
for me. As he did, several bits fell off, before it half inflated, 
then deflated again with a sort of wheeze. I’m so glad he 
wasn’t in the sea when he discovered the state it was in.   

‘The object that is surprisingly useful for me, given its 
size, is a firing head. It’s a little nugget of compressed salt 
(like a dishwasher tablet) that dissolves when you hit water, 
triggering the lifejacket inflation mechanism. It’s the best way 
to show people how their self-inflating lifejackets work – they 
have components that need replacing. One guy came to my 
safety stand at a fishing event, absolutely soaked from having 
fallen in, complaining his lifejacket hadn’t worked when he hit 
the water. Turns out he’d got a manual inflation one but didn’t 
realise. At the same event, we checked 100 lifejackets and 
about 60 didn’t work properly – they would have been pretty 
useless in the water. There are often eye-openers like that. 
They make you realise that you are making a huge difference.’

‘My kayak never failed me’
In Summer 2015, fundraiser Nick Ray travelled  
2,015 miles around all our 47 Scottish lifeboat stations.  
He’s raised more than £5,000 to date. His solo trip 
started at Kippford on the Solway Firth, travelling 
clockwise before finishing in Eyemouth 4 months later – 
all under his own steam, using his trusty kayak.

 ‘I read Nicholas Leach’s excellent book The Lifeboat 
Service in Scotland: Station by Station and it occurred to 
me that a similar trip would be a good excuse to fulfil my 
ambition of circumnavigating the Scottish coastline. 

‘On average, I covered about 20 miles a day but my 
longest stint was 45 miles. There was an initial bit of doubt 
about whether the trip would be possible, but my kayak never 
failed me, even in awful conditions like 2m swell around the 
west coast of the Orkneys. She’s a Nigel Dennis-designed 
Explore, and I’ve named her Sahwira, which means ‘lifelong 
friend’ in Shona (I’m from Zimbabwe). By the end, I was 
actually talking to her, congratulating her on tackling tough 
bits and greeting her every morning. She’s the object I’ve 

‘ Every person that comes through 
the door signs the book’
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HERITAGE
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From the RNLI’s founders and first 
medallists to this year’s governors  
and honorary awardees, our supporters  
and volunteers have gathered in London 
every year for the charity’s annual  
general meeting and award ceremonies. 
And the venues, from the London Tavern 
to the Barbican, have hosted some historic 

moments. Here we share just a few  
of them – and reveal what the AGM  
and awards of the future will look like.

1967
Lifesavers are welcomed ashore in central London as they prepare 

to receive Medals for Gallantry at the RNLI’s Annual Presentation of 

Awards. In December the previous year, the Moelfre crew rescued 

10 and the Holyhead crew rescued five from the Greek motor vessel 

Nafsiporos in a hurricane. For their parts in the rescue, Moelfre Coxswain 

Dic Evans (left) received a bar to his Gold Medal for Gallantry, Crew 

Member Evan Owens (middle) received a bar to his Silver Medal and 

Inspector of Lifeboats Harold Harvey (right) received a Gold Medal.

THE YEARS  
OF THEIR LIVES
Recognising our people’s 
achievements – as well as 
reporting our progress – has 
always been at the heart of  
the RNLI’s annual meetings.  
But how we do that has 
changed with the times,  
and is about to change again …
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To register your interest, volunteer to help  
or find a Mayday event taking place near you, visit: RNLI.org/Mayday

GIVE IT SOME WELLY THIS MAYDAY

Mayday is our annual welly-themed fundraising campaign  
– and it’s back for 2016 from 26 April to 2 May. 

Show your support for the brave RNLI lifeboat crews by raising vital  
funds to help them save lives at sea.

MAYDAY IS COMING
SAVE THE DATE
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